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Welcome
to BKHS Bablake Sixth Form

We are immensely proud of the bright, well-rounded  
young adults who leave BKHS Bablake’s Sixth Form with  
an experience and confidence which open up endless 
exciting possibilities. 
 
The vast majority of our students achieve the results to proceed to the 
university of their choice or to gain a prestigious apprenticeship, well 
prepared not only for further study and a career, but also for life. Yes, grades 
are of course very important, but so too are the softer skills of interpersonal 
communication, self-belief and generosity of spirit. We believe that our Sixth 
Form provides these opportunities.

Our 2022 entry will benefit greatly from the recent redevelopment of our 
Sixth Form Centre and Library, as well as the BKHS Bablake Advantage, 
which is intended as a ‘bridge to the adult world’ for our students.

All our Sixth Formers play a valuable role in this vibrant, ambitious and 
happy part of our community, both as students and as leaders  
with a very bright future.

Dr Deneal Smith, Headmaster

“At BKHS Bablake Sixth Form, we provide a supportive and 
inspiring environment in which students thrive academically, 
personally and socially. We are one of the most successful Sixth 
Forms in the region with a dedicated and enthusiastic team of 
highly knowledgeable and inspirational staff. It is an exciting 
place to be: the two years are packed full of new experiences and 
opportunities and, along with the hard work, there is plenty  
of time for fun.” 

Mrs Helen Billings, Head of Sixth Form
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An   
Inspiring Environment
While success at A level depends much on the individual 
approach, BKHS Bablake’s Sixth Form provides an outstanding  
and inspiring environment for those who are eager to  
fulfil their potential.   

All our students are studying A levels. There 
is, therefore, a common academic purpose 
supported by specialist staff with wide experience 
of teaching up to Oxford and Cambridge 
entrance level and of preparing students for 
the next stage of their lives. In the Sixth Form 
students enjoy working in smaller classes 
than at GCSE, and are expected to complete 
a significant amount of independent and 
collaborative work in private study or at home. 
There is a clear shift towards greater challenge 
and extended thinking.

The Sixth Form Centre is a modern and 
attractive working environment where students 
benefit from their own café, a common room and 

an independent study centre. It acts as a bridge 
to the adult world of university, apprenticeship 
or work and encourages a more mature 
management of time – whilst also maintaining 
a feeling of community, with students leading 
the way at the top, and at the heart of the school.

We also have extensive and modern sports, 
music and drama facilities both on site and at our 
playing fields and synthetic turf pitches nearby.

Students are able to wear smart, business-
like dress which is appropriate for a working 
environment rather than school uniform,  
thus supporting the transition to adult life. 
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The BKHS Bablake 
Advantage 
As well as the opportunity to study the 
Academic Core of A levels, students will 
enjoy the benefits of a broad and balanced 
BKHS Bablake Advantage programme. This 
will enhance their intellectual capabilities 
and enable them to develop their interests 
and enthusiasms beyond their A level studies, 
all under the guidance of experienced and 
specialist staff.  

BKHS Bablake Advantage opportunities 
will include:
• Academic Enhancement

• Co-curricular Enrichment

• Life Choices Curriculum

• Leadership Opportunities

•  Community Service &  
Charity Fundraising

•  Work Experience

• Careers Guidance

Why BKHS Bablake Sixth Form?
 •  Impressive results: in 2021, 38% of all grades were A* 

•  Small class sizes with inspiring and dynamic 
teaching from highly qualified, specialist staff

•  Supplementary extension classes, individual 
support and workshops

•   After BKHS Bablake, 100% of students wanting  
to go to university gained a place last year. Others 
gained some very competitive apprenticeships

•  Extensive Careers support: UCAS applications, 
Mock Interviews, medics’ preparation, access to 
Alumni networks

•  Research projects: Extended Project Qualification 
and Scientific Gold CREST Award

•  Opportunities in enterprise, engineering, STEM 
development, journalism, fundraising, mentoring 
and leadership

•  Excellent pastoral care and tutor support

•  Yearly success with Oxbridge and  
Russell Group University applications  
(c.70% of students)

•  Outstanding co-curricular opportunities  
which shape well rounded individuals

•  Attractive ‘green’ setting, blending tradition with 
modern facilities

 •  Focus on Peace and Reconciliation – creating a 
caring, happy and mutually supportive community

•   We value talent: Academic, Sports and Music 
Scholarships available

•   Outstanding Sports programme offering 
opportunities for all as well as excellent support 
for our elite athletes.

•  Extensive support offered for apprenticeship 
applications



  
Academic Core
The Academic Core of the BKHS Bablake Advantage consists of three  
A levels, studied in-depth on a linear basis over two years. 

Students will also have allocated study periods when they will be expected to work collaboratively 
and independently. Our brightest students will be offered the stimulation of an additional A level, 
either in Further Mathematics or another subject, and we shall give guidance on whether their 
interests are best served by this additional commitment and challenge.

Choice of subjects
A levels present an opportunity for students to focus on a smaller 
range of subjects and to pursue their strengths, interests and aptitudes. 
Some students will have a definite view of the direction in which 
their academic career will take them after BKHS Bablake. Others, 
understandably, will wish to keep their options open. Any student unsure 
as to the suitability of a combination of subjects should seek guidance 
from the – Assistant Head (curriculum), Mr Michael Bull, the Head 
of Sixth Form, Mrs Helen Billings, or the Careers Adviser, Mrs Sally 
Pike. Having become Bablake and King Henry VIII School, we have 
additional f lexibility with subjects at A level; by sharing the teaching of 
a small number of subjects we are able to maintain the offer of a broad 
selection of courses for students.
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Art and Design

Skills required to study Art and Design
More important than grades are a willingness to work 
hard, meet deadlines, be open to trying new ideas and 
concepts and the fact that you enjoy and are interested in 
the subject.

Aspects covered
At present we follow the Eduqas course of study, with 
the majority of our entries in the Art, Craft and Design 
specialism. This allows for a range of experiences to be 
covered during the course from drawing and painting, 
textiles, printing, photography, sculpture, ceramics 
and graphics. In some cases, where a student wishes to 
specialise they may be entered for an endorsed course such 
as Textiles or Fine Art.

We intend to use the first term of study to explore 
techniques, developing skills and investigating ideas and 
ways of interpreting the world around us. At the end of 
the first term students will decide on the theme for their 
main coursework project. This is a practical unit of work 
supported by a written study which together makes up 
60% of the total mark. The exam is 15 hours in duration 
and accounts for the remaining 40% of the marks.

Gallery visits are undertaken as part of the course with the 
opportunity to also benefit from the established practice of 
life drawing sessions. Working with practicing artists has 
also been a key feature in past years, as are the links that 
we maintain with former students who are studying 
at university. These are encouraged to visit and give up to  
date information on their courses to current students. 

What next?
The creative arts are a major employment area and A 
level Art and Design can lead to careers in architecture, 
advertising, book illustration, fashion and fashion 
merchandising, interior design, games design, theatre and 
film. Increasingly a creative f lair and the ability to think 
independently to come up with new or radical solutions to 
problems is becoming a valued and desirable commodity 
in a range of courses and professions. 

BKHS Bablake Alumni
Notable recent successes include Alex T Smith, illustrator 
of the Claude series of books, Daniel Jack, character artist 
who designs gaming figures, Lorna Syson, interior design 
and furnishings and Lauren Carpenter, architect.

Exam Board: Eduqas   |   Head of Department: Mr P Cleaver

Top three reasons to choose Art and Design 
1  Art is one of the few subjects 

where you have the opportunity 
to explore your own ideas  
and interests.

2  The department is well resourced 
and has been very successful in 
facilitating routes for students into 
art related university courses.

3  The creative arts form one of the 
largest sectors of our economy.
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Grades required
Grade 7-9 in IGCSE or GCSE Biology or Combined 
Science. It is also strongly recommended that you have 
a good grade in Chemistry.

Subject areas covered
• Cells 
• Exchange surfaces
• Biochemistry
• Ecology 
• Animal and plant transport
• Genetics
• Communication and homeostasis

What next?
Biology blends well with a wide range of other A level 
subjects. This may lead to a varied choice in degrees and 
careers as well as the more obvious choices of Medicine, 
Veterinary Science, Biochemistry, Genetics and Ecology.

BKHS Bablake Alumni
Professor Chris Norbury

Professor Chris Norbury studied Biochemistry at  
Oxford before completing a PhD at Imperial College 
London, while carrying out research at the Imperial  
Cancer Research Fund (now Cancer Research UK) 
laboratories in London. 

He then worked as a postdoctoral fellow with Professor  
Sir Paul Nurse for six years, before setting up his own 
research group at the Weatherall Institute of Molecular 
Medicine back in Oxford. In 2002 he moved this  
group to the Sir William Dunn School of Pathology  
and took up a Tutorial Fellowship at Queen’s.  
 
He previously served as Tutor for Admissions and  
Senior Tutor.

Biology Exam Board: OCR   |   Head of Department: Mr A Hall

Top three reasons to choose Biology
1   You have an interest in studying 

the natural world and all of the 
organisms within it.

2   You enjoy a subject that is based 
on facts but which also allows 
you to develop your research 
skills and wider appreciation of 
biological concepts.

3   It is a subject which is constantly 
evolving with innovative and 
ground breaking discoveries 
being made on a daily basis.
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What grades and skills do you need  
to study Business?
It does not matter if you haven’t studied Business before.  
You might have an interest in business, and want to start 
your own one day. You may have an enquiring mind  
and be interested in learning about the world  
around you, how businesses work and what challenges  
they face. 

The following skills are also advantageous: a desire for 
exploration of the real world, collaboration, creativity, 
communication, problem solving, decision making, applying 
numerical skills: finance and working with data, research, 
analysis, evaluation, and extended writing.

Modules/subject areas covered
•  Marketing, People and Global Business

• Business Activities, Decision and Strategy

•  Investigating Business in a Competitive  
Environment

What next?
Business will prepare you to work with others, in an 
organisation or indeed setup by yourself. This means 
Business is useful for all career paths but specifically  
studying this course will help you into marketing,  
banking, finance, accountancy, management consultancy, 
self-employment, international business, not-for-profit 
charities and NGOs. 

Business Exam Board: Edexcel   |   Head of Department: Mrs L Alderson

1  Immerse yourself in real world 
business and global commerce.

2  Understand the world around 
you from marketing to business 
failure: the success of Domino’s 
Pizza; Coca Cola’s big marketing 
mistake; the legitimacy of Uber; 
and discover what Tesla actually 
do – they do not make cars! 

3  Challenge yourself to grapple 
with the big business problems 
of the day which might involve 
a taste test; investigating Dyson’s 
decision to start making cars and 
considering BKHS Bablake’s 
marketing and hierarchy.

Top three reasons to choose Business

Success is often 
achieved by those 
who don’t know that 
failure is inevitable. 

Coco Chanel
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What grades and skills 
do students need to study 
Chemistry? 
Grade 7-9 in IGCSE or GCSE 
Chemistry or Combined Science.

Modules/subject  
areas covered
•  Physical Chemistry – with 

numbers and calculations

•  Organic Chemistry – the 
chemistry of carbon compounds

•  Inorganic Chemistry – the 
chemistry of the elements  
that are not carbon

What next?
Degrees in: Chemistry, Natural 
Sciences, Materials Science, Chemical 
Engineering, Medicine, Dentistry, 
Veterinary Science, Pharmacology and 
Forensic Science.

A qualification in Chemistry can 
lead to careers that directly involve 
the subject, such as research science, 
forensics, medicine and teaching. 
However, it is worth bearing in mind 
that, in common with most academic 
subjects the majority of graduates go 
on to a career that does not directly 
relate to their discipline, such as in the 
financial sector. Unsurprisingly the 
best reason to study Chemistry is  
because you enjoy it. 

 

 
 
 
 

Notable BKHS Bablake 
Alumni 
•  Dhru Bodalia is studying 

Medicine at Oxford

•  Amrit Gill is studying Sciences 
at Cambridge

•  Dasha Sutton is studying 
Materials Science at Oxford

•  Kogulan Vipulan is studying 
Chemical Engineering at 
Cambridge.

Chemistry Exam Board: AQA   |   Head of Department: Dr P Knight

Top three reasons to choose Chemistry

1  You would like a qualification  
that ref lects your strengths at 
analytical thinking, problem-
solving, dexterity, numeracy  
and intellect.

2  You would like to go on to 
university and study a subject 
with Chemistry in the degree 
title, or Pharmacology, Medicine, 
Veterinary Science or Dentistry.

3  You are interested in measuring 
and explaining the behaviour of 
materials and how they change, 
and might go on to develop the 
materials that will be essential for 
the progress of our society, such as 
new pharmaceuticals, energy storage 
devices and engineering alloys.

Chemistry offers lots of 
challenging new concepts.



What grades and skills do students need 
to study Classical Civilisation?
Students can take this subject without having studied it at 
GCSE, but for those that have, the minimum requirement 
is a grade 5. Students need to be willing to research material 
independently and present their findings to others. You need 
to be willing to read a variety of different genres of literature 
and justify opinions using source evidence. 

Modules/subject areas covered
•  Epic literature – the study of Virgil’s Aeneid and  

Homer’s Iliad or the Odyssey 

•  Ancient theatres, dramatic festivals, comedy and tragedy

•  A study of the literature and philosophy or love and 
relationships in the Greek and Roman world

What next?
Classical Civilisation A level develops skills needed for 
many courses at university. Many students go on to study 
the subject at university, or a related subject such as Ancient 
History or Archaeology. Others go on to study English, 
History, Law, Philosophy or Drama related courses. Equally, 
other students study it in conjunction with STEM subjects to 
give them an excellent skills base. Students have gone on to 
study Medicine and Engineering in recent years. 

Did you know? 
J K Rowling studied Classical Civilisation at Edinburgh 
University, using her knowledge of ancient myths and 
Latin extensively in her novels. She is one of many writers, 
broadcasters and politicians to have studied the ancient world. 

Classical 
Civilisation

Exam Board: OCR   |   Head of Department: Mr D Menashe

1  Develop your ability to research, 
collate and analyse materials and 
learn to critically evaluate sources 
in order to formulate arguments.

2  Read some of the most inf luential 
and entertaining poems and plays 
in world literature in translation. 

3  Study literature, history, culture 
and philosophy – the variety 
of subject material means this 
is a subject highly valued by 
universities and employers.

Top three reasons to choose Classical Civilisation

11
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Computer 
Science

What grades and skills do students  
need to study Computer Science?
Ideally, you will have studied GCSE Computer Science, 
but most importantly, you must have some programming 
experience in a scripting language such as Python, 
Visual Basic, Java or C#. You need to be a confident 
mathematician, someone who is able to think logically and 
who loves solving problems.

Modules/subject areas covered
•  Component 1 – Computer Systems (40%) – Types of 

processor, input/output/storage devices, systems software 
and applications software, software development and 
programming, networks, web technologies, databases, 
data structures, Boolean algebra, legislation, legal and 
ethical considerations.

•  Component 2 – Algorithms and programming (40%) – 
thinking abstractly, thinking logically, thinking ahead, 
thinking concurrently, thinking procedurally,  
problem solving.

•  Component 3 – Programming project (20%) – you get 
to create your own computer program to solve a problem 
and then write about it. You could create a new game or 
solve a problem for someone you know.

What next?
Computer Science is great preparation for degree subjects 
in Engineering, Physics, Computer Science, Games Design 
and Maths. However, it also opens the door to other subjects 
such as design and manufacture, music production, graphic 
design, robotics and artificial intelligence to name but a few. 
Careers in Computer Science are among the highest paid 
and have the highest job satisfaction. 

Exam Board: OCR   |   Head of Department: Miss R Blattner

Top three reasons to choose Computer Science
1  One of the most important aspects 

of Computer Science is problem 
solving, which is an essential skill 
for life.

2  Almost every aspect of your 
life is affected by computers. 
Computer Science is YOUR life 
and YOUR future – be a part of it 
by understanding how computers 
work and how to make them do 
the things you want them to do.

3  As well as being theoretical, 
Computer Science is a very 
creative subject where you get to 
be a creator and an innovator.

In fifteen years  
we’ll be teaching 
programming just like 
reading and writing . . . 
and wondering why we 
didn’t do it sooner. 

Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook
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Top three reasons to choose Design and Technology
1   This creative and thought-

provoking qualification gives 
students the practical skills, 
theoretical knowledge and 
confidence to succeed in a 
number of careers, especially 
those in the creative industries.

2   You will investigate historical, 
social, cultural, environmental 
and economic inf luences on 
design and technology, whilst 
enjoying opportunities to put 
your learning in to practice  
by producing prototypes of  
your choice.

3   Students will gain a real 
understanding of what it means 
to be a designer, alongside the 
knowledge and skills sought by 
higher education and employers.

What grades and skills 
do students need to study 
Design and Technology?
Preferably a grade 7 in a GCSE design 
subject; however, enthusiasm, an 
interest in design, and a desire to 
develop your creative side goes a  
long way too! 

Modules/subject areas 
covered
In year one of the course students  
will study:

•  Technical principles of materials 
and their components including 
wood, metal, polymers, compliant, 
smart and composites. 

•  Consider how to use these 
materials appropriately, how to 
join them together, manufacturing 
processes, enhance their properties 
and apply an appropriate finish.

•  The requirements for product 
development including aesthetics, 
ergonomics, anthropometrics  
and marketing. 

In year two of the course students will 
undertake a significant piece of project 
work which ref lects;

•  Design and making principles to 
include the use of a design process, 
inf luential design movements and 
designers, cultural changes and 
how they can inf luence the work 
of designers.

•  Project design and management to 
include life cycle of a product and 
social and environmental issues, 
the appropriate use of tools and 
equipment and the testing and 
evaluation of a solution.

What next? 
There are many options to take 
this subject further at university 
degree level centred around product 
and industrial design. Students in 
recent years have been accepted 
on design-based courses at Brunel, 
Loughborough, Nottingham Trent 
and other top universities. Taken in 
conjunction with Physics and Maths, 
there is a whole range of engineering 
courses available too. Design and 
Technology can also be extremely 
helpful in pursuing many of the 
exciting apprenticeship and graduate 
schemes in industry.

Exam Board: AQA   |   Head of Department: Mr C WestDesign and 
Technology

Design is not just what it 
looks like. Design is how 
it works.
Steve Jobs, entrepreneur, inventor 

and industrial designer
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Top three reasons to choose Drama and Theatre

1  Exploration of plays demands  
and develops skills of  
problem-solving, analysis, 
creativity and empathy. 

2  It is one of the only subjects 
that requires frequent creative 
teamwork and enables students to 
develop communication skills.

3   It is academically rigorous 
and demands a high level of 
theoretical understanding.

Exam Board: Edexcel   |   Director of Performing Arts: Ms V BradleyDrama and
Theatre

What grades and skills do students  
need to study Drama and Theatre?
•  Expected grade 6 in English

•   Prior Drama Studies at GCSE are not a requirement, 
however a passion and genuine interest in live 
performance is essential

•  Not all students who take Drama and Theatre at A level 
are performers; it is possible to complete the course as a 
production engineer

Modules/subject areas covered
•  Students will begin by building and shaping their 

ensemble, through exploration of the fundamental skills 
of Drama and Theatre

•  As audience members, students will learn how to 
evaluate the impact of live performances they see during 
the course, which will also inspire devising work 
completed in class

•  Students will explore two set texts from the perspective 
of both actor and director

•  Theatre Practitioner Theory will underpin practical tasks 
and the development of production concepts

•  Performance coursework includes both devised creations 
and scripted character portrayal

What next?
•  The course provides students with the understanding, 

knowledge and skills needed for study at higher 
educational institutes and specialist Drama colleges. It 
offers a strong and f lexible foundation for a career within 
and beyond theatre. 

The skills that are developed can also be used in many 
other areas, for Drama and Theatre students often do 
well at interviews and other situations that need you to 
communicate. This also goes for careers such as Journalism, 
Law, Public Relations, Teaching, Politics, TV and  
Film Production.

All the world’s a stage,
And all the men and women 
merely players;  They have their 
exits and their entrances. 

William Shakespeare, As You Like it
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Economics

What grades and skills  
do students need to  
study Economics?
It does not matter if you haven’t studied 
Economics before. You might have an 
interest in economics and want to know 
more about the impact Economics has 
on the world around you. You might 
want to investigate some of the stories 
you hear in the news – why do some 
economies grow and others don’t? Will 
the Eurozone survive? Why didn’t 
economists predict the Global Financial 
Crisis? How has China lifted millions of 
people out of poverty? This course will 
help you to understand all this  
and more.

The following skills are also 
advantageous: a desire for exploration 
of the real world: logical thinking, 
academic adventure, collaboration, 

creativity, communication, problem 
solving, decision making, applying 
numerical skills to economic data and 
working with number, research, analysis, 
evaluation, and extended writing.

Modules/subject  
areas covered
•  Markets: from chocolate to fireworks 

to healthcare; consumer choice and 
government intervention; monopoly 
and contestability. 

•  The national and global economy: 
growth in the UK, development in 
sub-Saharan Africa.

•  Trade: poverty to prosperity. 

 

What next? 
• Finance / The City

• Share dealing

• Banking 

• Management

• Accountancy

• Law

• Development Strategy

• International trade

• Advisory

• Academia

Exam Board: OCR   |   Head of Department: Mrs L Alderson

Top three reasons to choose Economics
1  Study one of the most inf luential, 

dynamic and well-respected 
disciplines available.

2  Gain insight into the economic 
world around you and forces that 
will shape your future.

3  Impress friends, family and 
interviewers with an intimate 
understanding of the areas of 
modern society that some 
find perplexing.
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English Language Exam Board: AQA   |   Head of Department: Miss F McClean

Top three reasons 
to choose English 
Language
 
1  Communication skills are at the 

core of every university course and 
profession. English Language is 
the only subject whose sole focus 
is communication: the production 
and reception of both written and 
spoken English.

2  Topics use ‘real world’ examples 
(both written and spoken) from 
advertising, film scripts, online 
forums and texting through to 
the Bill of Human Rights, Private 
Eye, editorials and meeting 
transcripts; from recordings of 
spontaneous speech and power play 
at boardroom meetings through to 
studying the intricacies of the vast 
array of accents and dialects in the 
British Isles and beyond.

3  This is a hands-on course which 
requires student engagement and 
personal ref lection on your own 
language use and that of others 
around you; the coursework 
module enables you to investigate 
any topic of interest to you as well 
as choosing any type of original 
writing – from stories to articles and 
everything in-between. 

What grades and skills 
do students need to study 
English Language?
At least a grade 6 in English 
Language IGCSE/GCSE provides 
good foundations for the course but 
the content at A level bears little 
resemblance to IGCSE. Students need 
to be able to learn the key concepts 
and terms for each topic and structure 
discursive essays in response to the 
examination questions. Students 
benefit most from the course when 
they are willing to contribute their 
own personal language experiences to 
discussions and engage ref lectively on 
their own and others’ language use. 

Modules/subject areas 
covered 
•  How meanings and representations 

are conveyed

•  How gender inf luences language 
use and is represented e.g. in  
the media

•   How regional background affects 
language use and the stereotypes 
associated with this

•   How occupation impacts language 
use and is linked to power

•   The future of English as a  
global language

•   Children’s language development 
from birth to 11  
(both spoken and written)

•  The evolution of the English 
language over the past  
four centuries

•   Coursework Module  
(Language Investigation and 
Original Writing)

What next?
The focus that English Language 
has on both spoken and written 
communication makes it highly 
valuable for any course or job which 
relies on this. The exam board has 
worked closely with universities to 
ensure that the skills needed in Higher 
Education are being taught on this 
course: forensic analysis, evaluation, 
discursive essay writing, wider 
research, independent projects, oral 
communication…

Notable BKHS Bablake 
Alumni 
Robin Davies secured an 
unconditional offer to study Creative 
Writing at Coventry University 
based on her achievements in English 
Language at A level. Students have also 
gone on to study degrees connected 
to Law, Medicine, Accountancy, 
Education, Management, Business, 
Psychology and Human Resources 
amongst others. 

David Crystal has written over 
one hundred books on the English 
language and perhaps he sums up 
most effectively why it is such a 
wonderful subject to study: “Because 
it’s fascinating; because it’s important; 
because it’s fun; because it’s beautiful; 
because it’s useful; because it’s there!” 
On a school trip, Robin met David 
Crystal at the annual A level Language 
conference in London. “A truly 
inspirational speaker,” and always a 
keynote speaker there, he brought 
the wonders of the English language 
to life for his audience and the event 
confirmed Robin’s desire to study the 
subject further at university.



What grades and skills do students  
need to study English Literature?
At least a grade 6 in English Literature IGCSE/GCSE. You 
will need to be able to read and deconstruct texts, analysing 
the linguistic and structural choices writers make and form 
critical opinions about the effects of such choices. You will 
also debate and discuss the themes within texts  
and think about the impact of various theoretical and  
critical interpretations.

Modules/subject areas covered
•  Paper 1: Shakespeare and drama and poetry pre-1900 

•  Paper 2: Comparative and contextual study of  
American Literature 1880-1940 

•  Coursework (eg. Duffy’s The World’s Wife,  
Williams’ A Streetcar Named Desire and McEwan’s  
On Chesil Beach) 

What next?
Strong written and communication skills are highly valued 
by all employers and as a result these skills can open up a 
huge variety of potential career paths. Popular industries 
include: journalism, media and publishing. You could get 
a job in film or television; you could work on the writing, 
editing and production of magazines and newspapers; you 
could go into advertising, PR and marketing. You could also 
enjoy an academic career in teaching or lecturing. Students 
also go on to careers in professions such as law, business, 
accounting and finance. 

Notable BKHS Bablake Alumni 
Katie Carlson 
Katie Carlson studied English Literature A level at BKHS 
Bablake (2012-2014); she studied English at Oxford
University (and produces plays in her spare time!). After her
successful application, I asked Katie to email me any advice
she could offer to other potential Oxbridge candidates.
Here’s what she wrote: 

English Literature Exam Board: OCR   |   Head of Department: Miss F McClean

1  Who doesn’t love a good story?  
If you are passionate about reading 
and enjoy discussions of literature 
in your GCSE classes, you will 
thrive in your study of this  
A level. 

2  An A level in English Literature 
is highly regarded by universities 
(indeed it is one of the most 
popular choices of A level students 
who attend Russell Group 
universities); it also complements a 
diverse range of A level subjects. 

3  Strong results (100% pass rate). 
If that doesn’t win you over, 
imagine partaking of tea and cake 
whilst enjoying an electrifying 
and erudite class debate!

Top three reasons to choose English Literature

17

The English department gave me critical essays on revenge tragedy which I read and re-read until I could 
recite them backwards. They made me consider the plays I’d studied and the plays I’d read outside the 
curriculum in a more sophisticated way and consequently at interview I could discuss them confidently 
and offer different perspectives. In the more general interviews my thoughts on the revenge tragedy were 
the best things I brought to the table. It also allowed me to talk about staging and different directorial 
interpretations which I’m really keen on so my enthusiasm for the subject showed.

You have to be genuine in the interviews and comfortable with discussing your opinions and having them  
   challenged. But the absolute most important thing is to read and read and  
     re-read for weeks beforehand to make sure you’re so full of  
      ideas that they’re practically spilling out of you!
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What grades and skills 
do students need to study 
Geography?
A grade 6 at GCSE, but in  
reality we have had successful  
A level geographers who haven’t even 
studied the subject at GCSE. We 
are more interested in intellectual 
curiosity about the world around 
you, combined with a willingness to 
work hard and read widely around the 
subject for pleasure.

Modules/subject  
areas covered
The CIE course retains an AS / A2 
structure where all four examinations 
(AS Physical, AS Human, A2 
Physical, A2 Human) contribute 
equally to the overall qualification.

Six compulsory units at AS, examined 
in November of the Upper Sixth Year 
(please note that one, or sometimes 
both, of these examinations take 
place during the two week October 
half term, giving students ample 
opportunity to prepare with 
minimum pressure)

•  Rivers and Hydrology

• Atmosphere and Weather

• Rocks and Weathering

• Population

• Migration

• Settlement

Four compulsory units at A2, 
examined at the end of the Upper 
Sixth Year (two exams)

• Coastal Environments

• Hazardous Environments

• Environmental management

• Global Interdependence 

What next?
Geography can literally lead you 
anywhere. Unemployment rates for 
Geographers are amongst the lowest 
recorded of any graduate subject. 
Just a few possible careers are  
(the list is almost endless): 
environmental science, geology, 
energy, meteorology, geophysics, 
oceanography, surveying, hydrology, 
engineering, retail and industrial 
management, banking, town 
and country planning, transport 
consultancy, commerce, banking, 
systems analysis, media and 
journalism, architecture, landscape 
design, cartography, surveying, 
graphic design, airline pilot 
...and more!

Bear in mind that the job you end 
up doing may well not exist yet! 
Geography prepares you for a future 
in an uncertain and changing world.

Geography Exam Board: Cambridge International Examinations   |    
Head of Department: Mr S Enstone

Top three reasons to choose Geography
1  It is extremely f lexible, studied 

as an Arts or Science subject at 
university and does not close any 
doors – Geography gives you 
options.

2  Geographers (especially those who 
are computer literate) are in high 
demand. Employers actively recruit 
social science graduates because of 
the range of skills they can offer in 
the workplace – numerate, literate, 
good team workers and able to 

think analytically and critically. 
Compared to other sectors such as 
finance / auditing, jobs done by 
Geographers are the least likely to 
be replaced by robots in the future 
as they require “soft skills” which 
cannot be automated.

3  It is a “living” subject – 
contemporary and always 
changing, and certainly never dull. 
Knowledge of how the   world

 works is vital regardless of the area

of employment you end up in – we live 
in a globalised world and those who 
do not understand it risk being left 
behind. It also combines well with any 
other subjects – arts or science. And 
best of all, it is the only subject on offer 
where you are able to sit an AS exam 
that counts toward your overall A level 
in the November of your Upper Sixth 
Year, thus taking the pressure off at the 
end of the course.



What grades and skills do students need to 
study History?
To study History at A level you should have achieved at least a grade 
6 in GCSE History. You should be literate, enjoy reading, writing, 
discussion, debate and argument. We expect you to be informed, 
interested and to reach your own judgments. While having a GCSE 
in History is clearly an advantage, it is not essential. If you are good 
at English, RS or Geography, you will have the skills to be successful 
in History.

The A level course has four  main components
•  England 1485-1558: The Early Tudors (British period study)

•  The French Revolution and the rule of  Napoleon 
1774-1815 or Italy 1896-1943 (Non-British period study)

•  Russia and its Rulers 1855-1964 (Thematic study and 
historical interpretations)

•  Essay based on a topic of their choice (Coursework)

Exam Board: OCR   |   Head of Department: Mrs C Rees

1  Martin Luther King argued that, 
“we are not makers of history, we 
are made by history.” You cannot 
understand the society you live in 
unless you understand its history.

2  History is endlessly fascinating, 
because people are endlessly 
fascinating; studying history 
allows you to reach back in time 
and meet them.

3  History can be studied in many 
different ways; your lessons will 
be varied and engaging. You will 
learn crucial skills of analysis, 
evaluation and argument.

Top three reasons to choose History
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History

I really enjoyed studying History during Sixth Form. I gained 
a variety of reading and independent learning skills through 
History coursework and wider reading around exam topics 
and these skills helped me to cope with university reading 
lists and essay planning. We are also encouraged to develop 
strong arguments and have had opportunities to discuss ideas 
and analyse primary sources in seminars, which were familiar 
activities from A level studies.

What next?
The skills acquired through studying History at 
A level are transferable to a wide variety of degree 
courses. Past students have taken courses ranging 
from subjects such as Medicine, Physics, Computer 
Science, Accounting, Biochemistry, Veterinary 
Science and Genetics to more obvious subjects such 
as History, Law, English, Geography, Archaeology, 
Languages, Art History and Classics. 

The skill-set acquired by studying History is 
particularly useful for careers in areas such as law, 
business, marketing, human resources, journalism, 
management and the Civil Service as well as more 
vocationally related careers such as teaching, 
librarianship, research and the heritage industry.
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Latin Exam Board: OCR   |   Head of Department: Mr D Menashe

What grades and skills do students  
need to study Latin?
At least a grade 7 in Latin. Being logical and precise, 
having an inquisitive mind, an enthusiasm for reading texts, 
a willingness to get involved in discussions and an eye  
for detail.

Possible modules/subject areas covered 
•  Understand and analyse two prose set texts, each of  

around 225 lines.

•  Understand and analyse two verse set texts, each of  
around 225 lines.

•  Translation and comprehension of unseen passages  
of Latin prose and verse.

What next?
Just about anywhere! In recent years, students with Latin A 
level have gone on to careers in IT, Teaching, Civil Service, 
Media, Journalism, Acting and Archiving. Many students 
who have studied Latin have gone on to study Medicine, 
Engineering, Maths and other STEM subjects at university.

Many universities offer degrees in Latin or Latin and Greek 
(widely known as Classics). Oxbridge Classics courses 
have the highest ratio of acceptances on their courses of all 
subjects with around 45% of applicants gaining a place.

Did you know? 
Boris Johnson, Mark Zuckerburg, Tom Hiddlestone and 
Chris Martin (Coldplay) all studied Latin at A level, as did 
Frank Lampard and Stephen Fry. So if you think you would 
make a good Prime Minister, rock star, record goalscorer, or 
TV presenter (or anything equally diverse) Latin is for you!

Top three reasons to choose Latin
1  A chance to study some of the 

most important and inf luential 
literature ever written.

2  Latin is highly valued by 
universities and employers as 
showing high order skills of logic 
and analysis.

3  Learn to critically evaluate 
information to formulate 
arguments.

There’s no such thing 
as dead languages, only 
dormant minds. 
Carlos Ruiz Zafón, Shadow of the Wind
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What grades and skills do students  
need to study Maths?
At least a grade 7 in Mathematics but more importantly you 
need to love algebra.

Subject areas covered 
•  Pure Mathematics – the building blocks of the subject, 

such as calculus, number theory, analysis.

• Statistics – interpreting data, correctly!

•  Mechanics – the effects of forces acting on bodies  
in practical situations.

•  Decision – process a practical situation using  
an algorithm. 

What next?
Literally anywhere doing anything, without Maths your 
options are seriously restricted; ‘the moment you decide 
not to study Maths anymore that sound you can hear is 
doors closing’. In particular universities will expect A level 
Mathematics for most Science, Engineering, Mathematics 
and Economics courses.. The best universities will expect 
Further Mathematics for these courses.

Exam Board: Edexcel   |   Head of Department: Mr K Tyas

1  Because, “it is the language  
with which God wrote the 
universe.” It’s a fascinating  
and challenging course.

2  “It is fundamental to the future 
of mankind and civilisation and 
many academic subjects. ”

3  Without Mathematics there 
would be... nothing.

Top three reasons to choose Maths

Maths and  
Further Maths

Without mathematics, there’s nothing you can 
do. Everything around you is mathematics. 
Everything around you is numbers. 
Shakuntala Devi 
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Exam Board: AQA   |   Head of Department: Mrs J May

What grades and skills 
do students need to study 
Modern Languages?
Students need to have achieved an 
least a 7 at GCSE/IGCSE. Many of 
the skills practised at IGCSE level 
are still vital when following the A 
level course, including translation and 
grammar work. Vocabulary learning 
also still forms a key part of the course, 
as does a willingness to speak aloud in 
lessons and to give your opinion. 

Modules/subject areas 
covered 
FRENCH

Year 12 content

•  Aspects of French-speaking society 
– the changing nature of the family; 
the digital world; the place of 
voluntary work.

•   Artistic culture – the cultural 
diversity of France and its heritage; 
contemporary francophone music; 
cinema: the 7th art form.

•  Film analysis – students study one 
film from a prescribed list.

Year 13 content

•   Aspects of French-speaking society 
– positive features of a diverse 
society; life for the marginalised; 
how criminals are treated.

•  Political life – teenagers, the right 
to vote and political commitment; 
demonstrations, strikes – who  
holds the power? Politics  
and immigration.

•  Literary text – students study a text 
from a prescribed list.

GERMAN

Year 12 content

•  Aspects of German-speaking society 
– the changing nature of the family; 
the digital world; youth culture.

•   Artistic culture – festivals and 
traditions; art and architecture; 
cultural life in Berlin, past  
and present.

•  Film analysis – students study one 
film from a prescribed list.

Year 13 content

•  Aspects of German-speaking society 
– immigration; integration; racism.

•  Political life – Germany and the 
European Union; politics and youth; 
German re-unification and its 
consequences.

•  Literary text – students study a text 
from a prescribed list.

SPANISH

Year 12 content

•  Aspects of Hispanic society – 
Modern and traditional values; 
cyberspace; equal rights.

•   Artistic culture – modern day idols; 
Spanish regional identity; cultural 
heritage or cultural landscape.

•  Film analysis – students study one 
film from a prescribed list.

Year 13 content

•  Aspects of Hispanic society – 
immigration; integration; racism.

•  Political life – today’s youth, 
tomorrow’s citizens; monarchies, 
republics and dictatorships; popular 
movements.

•  Literary text – students study a text 
from a prescribed list.

What next?
Studying a language at A level quite 
literally opens up a whole new world 
to you! The first step would be to 
study languages at undergraduate 
level, either as a pure language course 
or combined with another subject, 
such as Law or Economics. Following 
this path would allow you to study 
abroad for a year at degree level, which 
is not only a fantastic experience but 
will help you to become f luent in the 
language that you are studying.
Post-degree, the skills that you have 
developed will make you employable 
across a range of sectors including 
journalism, broadcasting, government 
(e.g. the Diplomatic Service), tourism, 
international logistics or sales, 
interpreting, patent law or teaching.

Modern 
Languages

1  Studying a language at A level 
enhances your communication 
skills, which will enhance  
your employability in an 
international market.

2  The A level course gives you a 
much wider understanding of the 
culture as well as of the language 
that you are studying.

3  You have made good progress at 
IGCSE and have enjoyed your 
studies so far!

French, German and Spanish – Top three reasons to choose Modern Languages
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What grades and skills do students  
need to study Music?
Success at GCSE Music and instrumental/vocal skill  
of at least grade 5/6 ABRSM at the start of the course.

Modules/subject areas covered
• Composition 

• Historical study aural and analysis

• Performance  

What next?
There are many avenues open to the aspiring musician, 
including: Professional musician, orchestral player, 
conductor, composer, teacher, chamber musician, 
community musician, media/broadcasting, music  
librarian, arts administration.

Notable BKHS Bablake Alumni 
Many BKHS Bablake students have made a successful career 
in music including: 

Tim Williams: Organist and resident musician for the Iona 
community, regular broadcaster on BBC Radio 4. 

Olivia Broadfield: has released three albums, her 
compositions have featured on Grey’s Anatomy and 90210. 
 
Ryuko Ried: Baroque violinist and leader of Amsterdam 
Corelli Collective. 

Lois French: Head of undergraduate studies at Royal 
Northern College of Music. 

Julian West: Head of Community Outreach at Royal 
Academy of Music. 
 
Josh Sood: Assistant Musical Director for Dr Dolittle 
UK tour.

Exam Board: OCR   |   Director of Performing Arts: Ms V Bradley

1  Music could be your unique 
selling point – stand out from  
the crowd.

2  Use your academic and creative 
skills in equal combination.

3  Be part of a small group with 
a real focus on your individual 
needs and aspirations.

Top three reasons to choose Music

Music
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Top three reasons to choose PE 
 
1  An enjoyment of participating 

in sport and a wish to learn the 
theory behind sporting success.

 
 
2  The course covers a wide range of 

theory, including many new areas 
of study, which you will be able to 
link to an area you enjoy – sport!

3  The practical side will enable 
you to benefit academically from 
your sporting excellence and also 
improve your ability to evaluate 
your own performance and that of 
your teammates.

Exam Board: OCR   |   Head of Department: Mr R Burdett (Boys) and Mrs J Russell (Girls)

What grades and skills do 
students need to study PE?
At least a grade 6 in GCSE PE, and a 5 or  
above in Biology would be an advantage.  
A good level of practical ability in one  
major sport.

Modules/subject  
areas covered 
•  Anatomy and Physiology

•  Exercise Physiology

•  Skill Acquisition

•  Sport Psychology

•  Biomechanics

•  Sport in Society

•  Contemporary Issues in Physical 
Activity and Sport 

•  Sports performance, evaluation  
and analysis

Physical
Education

What next?
•  Exercise physiologist

• Sports Psychologist

• Fitness Industry

• PE Teacher

• Sports administrator

• Sports Coach

• Sports development officer

• Physiotherapy

• Sports Therapist

• Sports Marketing

• Sports Business

• Sports technology development

• Professional performer

• Analyst

Notable BKHS 
Bablake Alumni 
Dan Mousley – Warwickshire 
CCC professional contract. 

Hollie Payne – England Hockey 
international. 

Dom Rae – British Junior Body 
Building Champion and qualified 
physiotherapist, now working for 
Sheffield United FC. 

Peter Sidwell – Finance sector, 
working for PWC.
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What grades and skills  
do students need to  
study Physics?
Grade 7-9 in IGCSE or GCSE Physics 
or Combined Science. Additionally 
you require a Mathematics GCSE of 
at least grade 7.

Modules/subject  
areas covered
• Particle Physics

• Electricity

• Mechanics

• Waves

• Gravititation

• Electric fields

• Magnetic fields

• Circular motion and SHM

• Thermal Physics

• Nuclear Physics 
 
Option topic: one from Astrophysics, 
Medical Physics, Engineering Physics, 
Turning Points in Physics.

What next?
Physics, Astrophysics, Medicine, any 
science, any engineering discipline, 
apprenticeships in any science or 
engineering career.

Exam Board: AQA   |   Head of Department: Dr S JohnsonPhysics

1  It is challenging. 2  It is interesting. 3 It is held in very high regard.

Top three reasons to choose Physics

The important 
thing is to 
never stop 
questioning. 
Albert Einstein
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Exam Board: AQA   |   Head of Department: Mrs J BarrattPsychology

There is in every 
child at every stage 
a new miracle of 
vigorous unfolding. 

Erik Erikson (1902-1994)

1  The opportunity to learn about  
the scientific study of the mind  
and behaviour.

2  It is a subject that develops the 
ability to carry out scientific 
research, critically analyse 
arguments and evidence, test 
hypotheses, make informed 
judgments and write with clarity 
and concision.

3  It would suit any student who is 
determined to understand human 
motivations and actions, and to 
utilise this understanding to help 
address many of the problems and 
issues in society today.

Top three reasons to choose Psychology

What grades and skills  
do students need to  
study Psychology?
Grade 5 in GCSE Maths, English 
and 6 in one Science. Students should 
be prepared to contribute to class 
discussions, possess an open mind and 
an interest in Psychology that goes 
beyond the specification. They should 
be willing to demonstrate this by 
reading around the subject. 

Modules/subject  
areas covered 
• Approaches in Psychology

• Biopsychology

• Research Methods

• Social Inf luence

• Memory

• Attachment

• Psychopathology

• Issues and Debates in Psychology

•  One from: Relationships; Gender; 
Cognition and Development

•  One from: Schizophrenia; Eating 
Behaviour; Stress

•  One from: Aggression; Forensic 
Psychology; Addiction

What next?
Psychology is ranked second in 
popularity of degree courses in the UK, 
behind only Nursing. A degree in the 
subject is highly thought of by many 
employers with over 750,000 people 
in the UK currently work in an area 
which involves Psychology as part of 
their role. Careers in Psychology can be 
found in countless fields, from health 
care and public service to education, 
business, technology and more. 
The skills gained through studying 
Psychology will provide long reaching 
benefits during A-Level and beyond; 
in addition to satisfying your own 
interest in human nature, having a solid 
understanding of what makes people do 
certain things can be a very marketable 
skill in a wide variety of job settings, 
including advertising, marketing, 
education, health care, and politics.
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What grades and skills do students  
need to study Religion, Philosophy  
and Ethics?
No prior study is required (though a GCSE in R.S./
Philosophy will help). The main requirement we have  
of you is an open mindedness and willingness to question 
and think for yourself !  

Modules/subject areas covered
•  Philosophy: including arguments for and against  

God’s existence.

•  Ethics: including different ethical theories and issues, 
such as medical ethics, sexual relationships, human 
rights, genetic engineering and nuclear warfare. 

•  Buddhism: including basic teachings, different schools, 
meditation, and Buddhism and Western culture. 

What next?
Anywhere! VERY few A level R.P.E. students go into 
something ‘religious’. The skills, breadth of mind and 
cultural reference you will acquire through studying this 
A level will make you a valuable asset to any employer. 
Obvious career paths would include the law, politics, 
medicine, human resources, the creative arts and teaching. 

Notable BKHS Bablake Alumni 
John Haidar, after graduating from Cambridge, did an MA 
in Directing from RADA and is now a Theatre Director in 
the West End.  

Amelia Ross was President of Magdalen College JCR and  
is now Researcher, Board and CFO at Odges Berndtson, 
a prestigious recruitment company in London.  

Oliver Robinson is being fast tracked through the Civil 
Service and currently is working at the Home Office  
as an Analyst. 

The R.P.E. department has in the last ten years had  
a 100% success rate in getting five students into Oxford 
or Cambridge to read Theology and/or Philosophy, most 
recently Ben Smith.  

Exam Board: WJEC / Eduqas   |   Head of Department: Dr T SmithReligion,  
Philosophy  
and Ethics

1  To help you think more deeply 
about the meaning of life! 

2  Because it’s highly regarded by 
universities and employers.

3  To develop a range of skills – of 
ref lection, evaluation, reasoning 
and synthesis – highly suited to 
many professions, including the 
Law, Politics and Medicine. 

Top three reasons to choose Religion, Philosophy and Ethics

The unexamined life  
is not worth living.
 
Socrates 



Academic Enhancement

Co-curricular  
Enrichment

We proudly offer students the opportunity to pursue a range of alternative courses and qualifications, selected to allow 
our students to enhance their personal curriculum and support their applications to universities, apprenticeships and 
other destinations. This year this has included Finance, Business German and Spanish, Additional Mathematics, Lamda 
Acting Examinations, the pursuit of British Science Association Gold CREST Awards and the Industrial Cadets.  
We regularly review and adjust this suite of courses to better suit our student body. 

The Extended Project Qualification, which has proved to be both popular and successful, is the most commonly chosen. 
This extended piece of accredited research is designed to stimulate intellectual curiosity and to develop academic skills 
through the exploration of a topic outside a student’s classroom syllabus. It is highly valued by universities and allows 
students the experience of more undergraduate-style study.

The Enrichment Programme for the Upper Sixth runs every Friday afternoon and enables students to develop their 
talents, skills, and interests through a wide range of activities. These include British Sign Language, Woodland 
Conservation with the Warwickshire Wildlife Trust, Survival Cookery, Upcycling, Mindfulness and Debating. 
Throughout the year, guest speakers also deliver talks and presentations to inspire the next generation.

All students will be expected to take 
part in the rich co-curricular life of 
the school, developing skills which 
will mould them for life – whether 
in sport, music, drama or the 
numerous other activities offered. 
This will include a deliberately 
unexamined programme of 
activities and lectures. There is also 
a sports co-curricular programme 
for the Sixth Form. Clubs and 
practices take place in a lunchtime 
and after school and the majority of 
students opt for a Games option on 
a Wednesday afternoon. Matches 

in rugby, netball and hockey take 
place regularly in the Autumn and 
Spring Terms, whilst there is an 
opportunity to represent the school 
in athletics and to play inter-school 
tennis, cricket and rounders fixtures 
in the Summer Term.

Other co-curricular sporting 
activities include table tennis, 
badminton, climbing, gymnastics, 
yoga, chess and swimming. The 
Fitness Suite is also available during 
lunchtimes and after school for Sixth 
Form use.

As part of the BKHS 
Bablake Advantage 
students are also required 
to undertake some form of 
service and/or fundraising 
activity, either in the school 
or wider community. They 
can do this through the 
Duke of Edinburgh Award 
Scheme or another relevant 
activity, including organised 
community service.

28
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Life Choices  
and Leadership

Work
experience
and careers
guidance

Our Life Choices programme seeks 
to enable students to develop into 
informed, independent, caring 
individuals so that they may fulfil 
their potential personally, socially, 
spiritually and intellectually.  

Ultimately, it seeks to prepare students for the 
opportunities, responsibilities and experiences of  
adult life in the 21st Century.  

Some of the areas covered by the Life  

Choices programme:
 

• Mental and Emotional Health 

• Healthy Coping Strategies

• Relationships and Sex Education 

• Drug and Alcohol Awareness

• Everyday Law

• Career 

• Managing Finances

• Citizenship 

• Fraud 

• Diversity 

Students also receive advice on presentation skills, 
personal statements, CVs, interview technique, the 
value of a suitable online portfolio, adult living and 
options post 18.

As well as taking part in the Life Choices 
programme, all Sixth Formers will be expected to 
benefit from a range of leadership opportunities 
accessible to them. Leadership roles are available 
within the House system, sport teams, Drama 
productions, Music performances, in the Combined 
Cadet Force and in a very wide range of Prefect and 
mentor responsibilities as Sixth Formers ‘set the tone’ 
for the whole school community.

We want our students to leave 
BKHS Bablake ahead of the rest, 
aware of their unique selling points 
and of the importance of finding and 
taking opportunities. 

We have a dedicated Careers Department which 
is easily accessible for all our students and provides 
a relaxed yet earnest atmosphere for exploring the 
wide range of possibilities open beyond A level 
study. Following objective discussion and thorough 
research on a student’s part, we endeavour to ensure 
that suitable decisions are made. We are able to 
direct students to information about professions,
gap years, university life, specific courses and 
alternative programmes. 

The Careers Department encourages Lower Sixth 
students to arrange work experience of relevance 
to future study and employment; it also prompts 
involvement in university taster sessions and visits 
to selected universities. Discussion about university 
study abroad and the ever increasing advantage 
of employer-led apprenticeships is also initiated. 
Sixth Form students will have the opportunity to 
practise interview skills through a programme of 
organised Higher Education Mock Interview panels 
and Multi Mini Interviews. Academics and external 
professionals are invited in to conduct interviews, 
simulating realistic experiences, allowing students 
to develop confidence and skills in a positive 
learning context.
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Important Information
Entry Requirements 
General minimum entry requirement: Five 
GCSE passes at grade 6 or above with a grade 7 
preferred in subjects to be studied at A level, and 
required in certain cases.* 

Bursaries and Scholarships
BURSARIES

Bursaries which are already held by current 
students are continued into the Sixth Form, 
subject to the usual assessment of income and any 
other rules governing these schemes. However, 
a number of additional bursaries are available 
for students entering the Sixth Form. These are 
open to both current students and applicants from 
outside BKHS Bablake. Any current parents who 
feel that their financial circumstances may entitle 
them to consideration for a bursary award should 
contact the Headmaster’s P.A. for an application 
form. Parents completing an external application  
form are required to tick the bursary box  
and a bursary form will then be sent out to  
them for completion. 
 
SCHOLARSHIPS

Any scholarships already held will be subject to 
formal review before they are confirmed for the 
Sixth Form. A significant number of new and 
additional scholarships will be awarded for the 
two years in the Sixth Form; these are open to 
both current students and applicants from outside 
BKHS Bablake. The amount of the Scholarship 
will vary, and in recent years has ranged from 3% 
to 30% of the school fee. 

ACADEMIC SCHOLARSHIP

For the Academic Scholarship, an applicant 
should be capable of achieving, and be predicted 
by his/her school to achieve 9/8 grades in all 
the subjects at GCSE that are chosen for A level. 
Scholars will almost without exception gain a 
majority of 9/8 grades in their GCSE subjects.   
 
Those applying for an Academic Scholarship will 
also sit a written test and be interviewed.

MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP

For the Music Scholarship, an applicant should 
be able to demonstrate that he/she has played in 
a school orchestra and/or for one of the Youth 
Orchestras in the region or has excellent singing 

ability. The minimum standard required for 
Music Scholarship applications is Associated 
Board Grade Six on at least one instrument or 
voice. The ability and enthusiasm to be involved 
in all the musical activities in the School,  
and to take a leading role in these, is also  
very important.  

SPORTS SCHOLARSHIP

For the Sports Scholarship, an applicant should be 
achieving a high level of performance, County 
level or equivalent in any major sport offered 
by the School, and should also demonstrate 
leadership qualities and a commitment to  
school sport.  

HOW TO APPLY

All external applications should be submitted to 
the Headmaster by Wednesday 26th January 
2022. Interviews with the Headmaster and Head 
of Sixth Form for selected candidates will take 
place either before or shortly after Christmas. 
 
Internal applications should be submitted by 
Wednesday 9th February 2022. 

Academic Scholarships
Students who would like to apply for an 
Academic Scholarship will need to send a letter 
to the Headmaster enclosing a Curriculum Vitae  
which should include a list of GCSE subjects 
being studied and intended A level choices. 

Music Scholarships
Students interested in applying for a Music 
Scholarship will need to send a letter to the 
Headmaster, with information about instruments 
played, grades achieved and orchestral and/or  
choral involvement. 

Sports Scholarships
Students who would like to apply for a Sports 
Scholarship will need to send a letter to the 
Headmaster enclosing a Curriculum Vitae which 
should include their sporting achievements, 
leadership credentials, co-curricular activities, 
GCSE subjects being studied and intended A 
level choices. 

Please send all applications 
to the school address: BKHS Bablake School,  
Coundon Road, Coventry, CV1 4AU

*the Headmaster reserves the right to alter this in certain circumstances.
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Learning Support
Whilst there is no specific timetabled support for Sixth 
Form, the department is still available to offer specialist 
support on a drop-in basis. This includes:

•  Organisation of extended pieces of work,  
particularly essay writing

•   Time management. Organisation of homework.  
Use of time in examinations.

•   Revision skills including, planning, timing,  
note making, use of memory aids

•  Examination technique

•  Note taking and reading strategies

Support is prioritised for pupils who have previously 
been timetabled for additional Learning Support at 
GCSE and those with a history of need. Availability 
should be discussed directly with Dr Greenway.

External Applicants
Every year we welcome several students from the local 
area and further afield, including overseas, into the Sixth 
Form. The tutorial system and small class sizes ensure 
that they settle quickly into the BKHS Bablake family 
and that their individual needs are met in the classroom, 
on stage or in a sports arena. The House system and wide 
range of co-curricular activities also enable pupils new 
to the school to integrate quickly and to f lourish socially 
as well as academically. To get a real feel for what BKHS 
Bablake Sixth Form has to offer we recommend you 
attend our Sixth Form Open Evening and/or arrange a 
private visit or taster day. 

For entry into the Sixth Form parents are asked to 
complete an application form and return it to the 
Admissions Officer as soon as possible. Application  
forms can be requested by calling Admissions on  
0247 627 1248 or downloaded from the Admissions 
section of our website www.bkhs.org.uk  

Subsequent to receipt of an application, students are 
invited to interview with the Headmaster, Dr Deneal 
Smith, and the Head of Sixth Form, Mrs Helen Billings, 
and a provisional offer may then be made (dependent 
upon predicted GCSE results). 

I will be leaving Bablake and 
I’m going to miss walking 
through the corridors, waving 
at teachers and seeing all the 
other students… that whole 
sense of community…  
Bablake means so much to me.
 
Sathvika,  
Former School Captain



Contact Details

www.bkhs.org.uk

Main School Reception 
024 7627 1200

Head of Sixth Form
Mrs H Billings
hmb@bkhs.org.uk 

Assistant Head (Curriculum) 
Mr M Bull
mgb@bkhs.org.uk

Admissions Office
024 7627 1248
admissions@bkhs.org.uk 

We cannot speak highly enough of the education BKHS Bablake Sixth 
Form has given our two daughters. Their brilliant achievements are 
testament to the excellent relationship between staff and pupils, fostered 
through the school’s ethos of mutual respect. We chose BKHS Bablake 
Sixth Form because we were all impressed by the many opportunities for 
enrichment offered through sport, music, performing and volunteering for 
charity, giving every opportunity to widen our daughters’ horizons whilst 
helping others. To sum BKHS Bablake up... Simply Outstanding! 

Sixth Form Parent 


